Unlike Thailand, Venezuela, China and Africa, all vetiver handicrafts from south India are made from Vetiver roots.

Some of the products are strongly scented so they are made from intact roots. Others are not, so I presume they are made from roots following oil extraction

Vetiver oil is an essential ingredient of a whole range of products: soap, perfume, aromatherapy mixture.

Paul Truong
Handicraft display at the lobby of the conference hall
Waste paper baskets and car seat cover
Door and window hangers
Incense
Good for itchy and smelly feet
Siesta mat and pillow
Car seat cover, good deodorant for sweaty tropical heat
Roller blind, excellent for insect repellent and aromatic breeze
Vertical blind
Anyone wants a flower vase?
Paul’s favourite fan, when you slightly wet it and twirl it around, it gives you a beautifully scented breeze.
Vetiver is called RAMACHAM in Kerala, and how it is written in the local dialect.

Indian cotton Cricket Hat with hand painted RAMACHAM in Kerala SO COOOOL!
I FULLY RECOMMEND RAMACHAM BLIND TO YOU GUYS